
PERSONAL REFERENCE 

ASHLEY PERNECKER 

Ashley has been an athlete under my coaching for the past 8 years. She started as a member of my 

Development Squad and progressed rapidly to my Elite Squad. 

Ashley is one of the few athletes in my 30 years of coaching I have had the privilege to coach and   

has continually display a talent that sets her apart as an athlete. From a young age Ashley was 

determined to achieved goals set by me both academically and physically. As both an athletics 

coach and High School teacher my emphasis is always on development of the whole person. 

Ashley exemplifies this emphasis in both her academic grades and athletic achievements. 

As Ashley’s training and competition levels increased, we collaborated on goals to be achieved, 

both long term and short term. As her confidence grew, she started to set her own goals, seeking 

guidance and information in making them accessible and become a reality. 

Ashley has always realised that her personal best achievements, whether academic or athletic, 

were the result of quality and quantity of her efforts and a striving towards personal excellence. 

Ashley constantly focuses on her standards and performance that promotes friendly competition. 

Ashley has a disciplined approach to all her training sessions and willingly passes on information 

and instructions to other members of the training squad. Ashley is always approachable, willing to 

listen and has empathy for others. She is reserved in her personal approach to others with a good 

sense of humour, helping others to have a positive attitude and a focused, happy disposition. 

During this time Ashley has grown into a mature, caring and sincere adult who has developed 

excellent relationships with both her peers and adults. She is an outstanding role model for the 

junior members of my squads and willing will take the lead in coaching them without hesitation 

when asked. Ashley is always well groomed with excellent personal appearance at training and 

social events such as Awards Presentations and social evenings for the squads. Her manners are 

impeccable and her interaction with others is of a high standard.  

Ashley has recently set long term goals, while other athletes in the squad would not consider them 

attainable. Ashley perceives her goals as attainable; with her focus, determination, courage and 

unshaken belief she is determined to make them happen. I truly believe that she will continue to 

strive for these goals, she could overcome disappointments and ask herself how she can improve 

to gain a positive result. Her engagement, optimism is always clear and present in all that she 

does. 

I have no hesitation in recommending Ashley Pernecker as an Ambassador for Australian Athletics 

and as an Ambassador for whichever Educational Institution has the good fortune to secure her as 

a student. 

Regards,            

 Mr. Thomas Ristuccia 

                               Dip Teach Ind. Arts. NACE 

                               B.A. Ed. Macquarie University 

                               Level III Advanced Event Group Coach – Middle and Long Distance Athletics Aust.  



 

    

 


